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we have so enjoyed our just recent friendship
with Dennis and Delore O'Brien
Johnny and Elizabeth hooked us up
and as soon as we
I remember I was in my house
and I had a time for a conversation
and I just wanted to hear
what god had put on Dennis and Dolores heart
and the moment they started sharing
I started crying
and I could just feel this authentic realness
inside of them
and the more they begin to share
the more I begin to share
it was like we were instant friends
more than that
instant family
instant family
and um we could not wait
um to find out a way to serve them
and they said well Bobby
we wanna bring the gathering to Oregon
Oregon I think that's what they said
hahaha
we'd say we'd love to have you come to Oregon
yes you do yes
you do so instant
instant family and
and then as soon as they got here
it's been that way the whole weekend
and so I want you to stand
and welcome Dennis and Alora as they come
wow wow wow wow wow
oh boy I tell you
that's a hard act to follow
you know you know what



no no okay I I
I and you know
you got it I mean
even little time we got to know each other
you know man
what you see is what you get
I'm real I pee a lot
I'm always going to bathroom
I can attest to that when I go
when I when I go
god always speaks to me
Charlie said Charlie
listen Charlie
you know what am I gonna do
I'm just me
so I so I gotta say this before we
can we just do this before you do anything you want
I know you're the boss we do
I have never and I'm I'm being as real as I can
never felt like I was hope amen like I feel your
I I feel and I
and I know it's not a physical thing
like I know we're not supposed to move here or
nothing like that
but you know
the spirit transcends to the natural
and there's such destiny here
you don't even know
Bobby what you
you don't even know
what God is going to do here
is going to turn the world upside down
don't despise small beginnings because you began small
wow
wow you know when um
this is I tell you it's thick up here guys
I don't even know how you did the transition Chris
where is Chris God would say to you oh
you're not a man of big stature
but you are a general in my eyes
you are a Goliath in the spirit
I can oh I cannot count
the amount of times you've wept on your knees
for revival
how you've wept for God to use you
and I'm telling you today my son



there will be a hand on you for the rest of your life
taking your neck and turning it this way
and turning it that way
I say to you my servant
you are my friend
you are my friend says god
watch watch over the next three years what happens
your divine connections
your divine and bend in your flexibility
will bring you to a place like David
in this place is a small stone that in my hand
will kill the Goliath of this world says god
amen amen
you know when
when Bobby first called us within about 30 seconds
uh you it is so self evident
I'm not gonna get through this
I know you don't
you don't like that sold out people like this
like all the time
so weeping anointing in this really is
but within the first 30 seconds
it is so self evident
the apostolic mantle that is on your life
and I don't know why I'm crying
it's God I cry when I feel God
destiny in the room anyway so
last week
she was on broadcast with Bobby and
and Nathan and Dante and and
and she had a word for Bobby
she can get a lot of words for this guy and um
and I didn't tell her that
gotta give me a word for Bobby too
and so she goes ahead and gives the exact same word
which pretty much the way I life goes
and so I I I wanna share
this is this is nothing that you don't already know
but God said to say it again anyways
because it's a confirmation to you
and it said
let it be established by two or three
I had no idea she was gonna do this again either did I
yeah I know
so he gave me a couple of scriptures for you
the first one was Psalm 1 1 blessed is the man



that walk of not in the council of the ungodly
nor standeth in the way of sinners
nor siteth in the seat of the scornful
but his delight is in the law of the Lord
and in his law that he meditate day and night
and here's the
here's the thing you wanted to punctuate for you
oh my God I know I know I know
he shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of water
holy cow stuff up here
but bring it forth
his fruit in his season
his leaf also shall not wither
and here's the here's the line
whatsoever he doeth shall prosper
yes yes so it began to show me some prophetic imagery
like it says
you're a tree
and you've been planted by the by the river
and I don't think it's an accident that this place this
this this shoots is that the name of the river here
runs through Ben right
and you planted a place by the river
a tree by the river and
there's a oh my goodness
what is going on
they did a study with trees thank you
and wiping your nose in front of the whole
like 10,000 people
will you will you go take peace
I wipe my nose okay
so they did a study with trees right
and they they planted three trees
this is an actual scientific study
I was blown away
and the first tree they put a stake
and they let it grow
the second tree
they put a stake and they
blew a little bit of wind on it periodically
and the third tree
they did not stake
but they blew heavy
winds on this tree as it began to grow
and when it got through the growing cycle
the first tree with just the stake grew the tallest



but it had the thinnest trunk
it was very weak
the second tree
with a little bit of wind on it
it grew a little bit bigger trunk
but the third tree with no stake in the heavy winds
had the widest girth and trunk
showing its strength
so and show me Ben Ben Ben
the the winds of adversity
that you've been experienced since you came here
have only served to make that trunk your tree so strong
because this strong tree is gonna support
and and and and be arrested by for so many ministries
so I see why tree house is being built in your ministry
cause you this trunk is so wide and so strong
because you've been made by those winds
in those winds of adversity to come against you
glory to God and here's the
the description that that he really punctuated for you
Isaiah 54 and 2 he said
enlarge the place of your tent
stretch your tent curtains wide
I put this in bold
do not hold back
lengthen your cords
strengthen your stakes
for you will spread out to the right and to the left
your descendants will dispossess nations
and settle in their desolate cities
glory to God what God has planned for this place
I I I'm we are
we are overcome
like she said
we are the destiny in this house
you you guys
you don't listen
we we've been
we've been in this thing almost 40 years
been to a lot of churches we served
we served in local church for many years and um
what you have here is rare
I'm telling you
appreciate what this ministry
Bobby what they've done
oh my Lord you



you've got gold here
you've got gold
you are a blessed house
amen and I and I'll tell you what happened
when I went to the bathroom
am I am I telling the truth though
doesn't this always happen
I went to the
I went to the bathroom
the last gathering
and I ran into a woman who
couldn't get up to the front of me
but she told me when we had prayed for her
that she didn't ask for nothing
she just wanted prayer
and her ears were healed and she could now hear
that's when I went to the bathroom
so before I came in
I said Bobby
where's the bathroom
and and I went into the bathroom
now understand
when we were in the back with the
with the um
the ministry back there
and you and the gene and everybody
and we pray
you prayed and
and I had a vision
God shows me visions all the time
just open visions
I see it like a photograph
and what I saw was an upside down volcano
and and then the Holy Spirit said to me that's the
that's the portal
there's a portal there
and it looked like an upside down volcano and
and so I shared this with them
and Charlie Man
you just picked up right on it brother
you are powerful
powerful prophetic being there and um
and he started speaking about oh they
they're enlarging the portal
they're large in the portal
and that's what had to happen



that's what their assignment was
so then I went to the bathroom
and there's a picture
of what I saw
double Snow Cat is that a volcano oh
I'm undone I'm undone
that is it that is it so it was that picture
you need to take that picture
I'm telling you right now brother
you turn that sucker upside down
you turn that upside down and I'm telling you
that was what I saw
I almost fell over into the toilet
I was like what
that's what I saw
so let me tell you
so I'm sitting there and and
and this is what God starts speaking to me
the disciples turn the world upside down
you understand
turn the world upside down and and
and it's the
it's the upside down kingdom they brought
the greatest is the servant
love your enemy
you know it's all of that
it's an upside down kingdom
but let me tell you the day today is
the devil Looney Lucy
I call an AGS loose names Lucifer it because why do you
who's Looney Lucy
Looney Lucy okay
what he has done is he's counterfeited
and turn the world upside down against God's people
and this is what God said to me
and I'm watching the video back there
and I'm and I'm
and I know that you have to turn
the picture upside down and he
and God said
I'm going to turn things back the way they were
so that the
that volcano will be upside down
and the portals will be open all over this world and
and like you said
angels ascending and descending



and there will be glory that will come on
and in the glory
there will be wealth
there will be health
there would be
they'll be everything that you need
you reach up and that will be there and
and this is the scripture
and then I I saw the
the graphic
and it was the waterfall
and then I saw it going up
the waterfall was going up
and then God gave me this scripture
and god said
let there be a firmament in the midst of the waters
and let it divide the waters from the waters
and god made the firm
firm firmament and divided the waters
which were under the firmament from the waters
and it was so
and God called the firmament heaven
now if he's flipping that around
he is going to bring heaven on earth
I'm telling you
on earth heaven on earth
and you take that picture and you turn it upside down
because as you go week after week after week
that portal's gonna get bigger and bigger
and bigger and bigger and bigger
and it's gonna be so huge
it's going to expand out of Oregon
and let me tell you something brother
you're not getting rid of us
we like this place
we like this place and then I'm gonna like
I know you got something to share
but I've got to take one
I'll give him a minute
I really will
I'll be nice
this is the scripture
this is the scripture god set for this place today
Jeremiah 1 9 to ten
behold this is for all of you
you need to understand



not just Bobby
this is for all of you
we are in a body ministry right now
the day of the one man show
it's over folks
it's done it's finished
you're gonna walk down the street
lay hands on someone
and they're gonna come out of their wheelchair
that's the day we're in
listen we're holding the flag
that's great
but I wanna tell you something
and this is
Kim said this and I we
this is what is happening right now
when he was talking about Trump
and he did not realize it was Trump at the time
but he said he came out from up millions behind him
Kim saw millions of people behind him
and out comes this man from among them
see Bobby Den
you know Dennis and I
we come out from among you
we are not that the season
say everything proper
like I said
I pee a lot
you know I shouldn't really say that to be proper
you understand
I don't buy that
that that day's gone
that day's gotta be gone
because if we do not move out of the religiousity
come on that has taken over the church world
we are never gonna do the greater works
I'm sorry you two stand up you two
you two have a desire
for miracles
God wants to tell you I hear you guys
I hear you I see your heart put your hand up
put your notebook up yeah put that hand
God is let me let me do this I'm sorry
I got touch your hand
miracles give me your other hand
give me your hand sister miracles



miracles miracles
miracles miracles
miracles miracles
miracles will be rot by your hands
miracles will be rot by your hands
the likes you could
it is going to astound you
and it's gonna astound your family
and your family is gonna say she was right
she was right she was right do not back up
do not stand you stand for him do not give up
you will be vindicated in Jesus name
Hallelujah
well as long as the Holy Ghost open up that door
I'm getting um
there's somebody here on the live stream
you have been battling um a recurring illness
the same symptoms keep recurrings like the
the woman with the issue of blood
is anybody in here or they on the live chat
recurring illness keeps coming
okay just you can stay right there
I'm gonna come over to you in a minute um
yeah and if anybody on the chat just say that's me um
um but this is um
this has been impressed upon me that um
that the woman with the issue of blood she just said
if I could just touch the the him of his garment
I would be made whole
and Jesus said who touched me
because virtue was released so Father
in the name of Jesus I pray right now that Jesus
you release your healing virtue that you touch her
you touch every organ every cell
every part of her body
Lord God release the healing virtue Holy Ghost
Holy Ghost I pray
that the healing mom of Gilead would just
overshadow her every area of her body
I curse the spirit of infirmity yes
in the name of Jesus
you have no place here anymore
I remove that dirt that is tried to lodge in her body
I remove it now in the name of Jesus
I burn it and curse it
and send it back to the pit of hell



and I release health
I release vigor
I release energy
Lord we thank you
we thank you that you heard her prayer
you let us know her prayer
we thank you Lord
that you're gonna use her mightily in your kingdom
that she'll no longer be impeded by sickness
that she will fly with the eagles Lord
in Jesus name
yes
yes
who's Mildred or Millie
who's Mildred
Millie it could be on the
could be on that could be on the live stream Millie
okay whoever it is
you're being healed right now
you have an issue with your
back of your neck going down your spine
and it's actually like a curvature
I don't know if it's
scoliosis or what it is
but God is touching you right now
God is touching your neck
touching your back a Milli Mildred
Jesus name
amen I wanna I wanna pray for Bobby in this ministry
before we go on to
yeah yeah yeah
right now no just be just yeah
I wanna I wanna I wanna who's got a plan now
I got well I got my bowl of water well
I don't know if you're gonna get to the sponge trick
but we'll try
I I you know
you know Chris
I mean I love God and I don't mind
but it'd be nice to say one thing that we planned yeah
so so here's just one so here's the deal just one
here's the I'm gonna pray for you buddy
here's the deal
Delore and I spent a little time
we had a six hour airplane ride
and a couple days before



so we we put down some you know
some stuff guy was speaking to us really good stuff
you know it was good
we we'd have been we'd have been awesome oh
it would have been amazing
so so this morning
we you want to miss the side yeah
I feel like I know this is my good side
I know it's just good here okay
so that's a story
so we're having breakfast and and and you know
I said here it comes
I can see it comes
you start stirring is all no
no she's gonna throw the whole thing out the window
I know it's gonna happen
so she's talking with one of our staff Betty Ann
hi Betty Ann
and and Betty Ann says the word immersion right oh
I gotta do it now
well wait wait
I'm setting you up oh
you're setting me up yeah okay
so good so uh
are we gonna do this
yeah I can do I can do let me pray for Bobby first okay
okay so don't do this water sponge yet
so uh I know she starts getting a sideshow sometimes
she says she starts getting all like
oh my I got I got the revelation for the meeting
oh my God immersion you guys are that she starts
you know over cup of coffee and and and I see it coming
so that means everything we plan we're not gonna do
right right
so the difference between her and me is in a moment
this woman could just do any
just preach the whole message
like you don't you need just need one note
now conversely
I gotta prepare for maybe 2 3 months no
so so we had this thing down right
I had my notes look
I got my notes good notes
so I she says we can't we can't do that
are you I said you kidding me
so so here we are



so when we pray for Bobby
you can do your your stupid sponge trick
you'll be impressed
oh bet yeah
Becky please go if you're online
you don't wanna leave until you see my sponge trick
see let me hold jam big
no yeah yeah
that would be good yeah
okay you know
we're like we're like whatever we're at home whatever
yeah yeah yeah
yeah join hands there okay
my Lord oh God ah
father
what what do you say the the the the oh man
the the mantle
and the anointing on these two is so large
it's so awesome
I don't even think they realize how
how much it is on them
and I know they know
they've been called in the apostolic prophetic realm
but I I don't know man
so I I pray right now
Lord in the name of Jesus
for financial increase yes
the resources to accomplish the mission of this house
I pray for supernatural ways
checks in the mail
touch people's heart
supernatural
send the raven with million dollar checks Lord guys
I'm praying Lord God
for just the
not provision
but so much abundance abundantly
above all they could ask or think money is important
they need this to accomplish what you want this
this global vision that they have you
you've made them for a time such as this
my God so Lord
I'm praying for divine connections that will facilitate
the emerging of this global apostolic ministry
that you will connect
connect with strategic people and partners



that will be a resource and A and a
and a provision
even a financial provision to accomplish this task yes
and I'm praying
for an increase of the anointing of the Holy Ghost
there has been so much deposit in these two
they have sown into the word
you can just tell as they
as they speak
the deposit of scripture in their lives
and the time spent with Jesus
so I'm praying for
this is the time of harvest
it's a time of weeping
it's a time of exponential growth yes
yes I'm praying
you just explode yes
this ministry
yes yes yes
every devil in hell that is tried to restrict
hold back impede
I clear the way in the name of Jesus
and I cast off these strategic
assigned devils that have come to stop the growth
I bind you devil
and cast you off of this place
in the name of Jesus and Lord
we pray for this continued portal and open heaven
that all the resources of heaven will be poured
out upon them
yes I'm praying for yes
natural health yes health
perfect health
I'm praying
Lord God that they would have the vigor and
and the energy of their youth
that Lord God
we may be killed but we are well able to take the land
to take the mountain
and so Lord
I'm praying right now for great Grace to be upon them
because this is a heavy
this is a heavy load
but your burden is easier
yoke is light Lord
so I'm praying right now the



the great Grace is out of the book of acts
would come upon them yes
that they would be able to maneuver and facilitate and
and and and manage this whole monstrous ministry
with the Grace of god on their backs
yes father I
I just thank you for this
this Jonathan and David connection
that the joining of Kindred spirits
it's it's supernatural
it's it can't even be articulated what we feel in our
spirits when we're in their presence Lord God
but you sent us here for a time such as this
for this purpose
and so Lord
I just pray you answered this prayer speedily
quickly in the name of Jesus
amen amen amen
God bless you guys
thank you
my God
I'm gonna tell you one final story
because it's going to set up
the ministry that will happen it in a few minutes
we were sitting this morning
having breakfast and just
it's wonderful
because our team is from all over the country
it's like we pick up stragglers you know
you know kids
I'm serious
it's we really do
and so we're sitting
so Betty Ann who's been a
friend of ours for probably 35 years or more
god spoke to me
and when we were
we went to the Immersion Brewery and had dinner
the first night we were here
right across from our hotel
and as I was sitting there
I was getting quickened and I didn't know why
so when we left
I I kept seeking god about it because I wanted to know
what is going on with Immersion Brewery
I had no idea was supposed to go in



there is what's witnesses
somebody was
but I didn't know what to do
so I started praying and uh
god gave me a scripture and um
he spoke to me about Luke 3:16
where John answered saying John um
Baptizer John the Baptist
uh I baptize you with water
but he was mighty of the NY coming
the strap of who sandals I'm not worthy to tie
he will baptize you with the Holy Spirit and fire
now since we got here
God's been speaking to us about fire
now fire will burn you
if it's a match
it it has a burn
and the fire of God doesn't burn you
it ignites you
so a match if you have a match of fire
like some churches don't do
praise the Lord
but if you have 5,000 acres of timber burning
that will ignite a nation in the spirit
so we're sitting having breakfast and
and Betty and
has no idea that I just
got through with this whole thing about fire and
you know Abraham
God's in the fire
he's in the burning bush
he was in you know
and and when they
when they sacrificed
he was there
he came came out of heaven on 120 tongues of fire
I mean he go on and on and on
fire fire fire
the fire god
he's a consuming fire
so she says out of nowhere
like just bloop
um yeah I was in New York City because that's where we
we were on staff you know
she was part of whatever
everything I did



and and so she said
I was in New York City
and I was in a museum
and there was an exhibit where you stand
in the middle of this room
and an artist
like in that case was Monet
it shows the sketches and
and you know
everything in it
and what it did
was it immersed you in the life of Monet
well I proceeded to flip out
as everyone at breakfast is watching us and
and and I'm
I was in I was in awe
because that's exactly what God was speaking to me
about being immersed into his spirit
and how you should stay immersed
can I have my bowl now
okay now let me
let me I have to
there's a you know
nothing like seeing something
you know there's a visual
and when you got a visual
and I'm you know
I'm a drama queen you know
and I worked in the entertainment business in LA and I
so I'd like to use props when I can
and so today at breakfast
this idea came about
and I wanna show you
this is the spirit of God
the water okay
this is you
if you take yourself
and you immerse yourself in the word in in serving
in loving in spreading his truth in witnessing
that word witnessing still goes today you know
we still can witness
I don't know why we don't witness anymore
I used to go around with tracks and go hit 7 elevens
somehow this is ended
why why the
we need to pick up his cross



he went to it
let's bring others to it
so when you take yourself
and you immerse yourself into his spirit
you come out filled
filled with the glory of God
filled with the fire of the Holy Ghost
but let me tell you what happened
see what's going on
you have a problem with your spouse
how come it trips
you get somebody at work gives you a bad
bad report you have to deal with it
and then you end up having an argument with someone
and you get mad
you get offended at church and all this
and what happens is before long
you are once again empty
if you're empty see no drip no nothing
nothing it's gone
you need to again immerse yourself
in the spirit of God and come out whole
then like I said to you too
this is you right now
you're filled you guys
you're filled
you're doing this to your family
they don't like it
it doesn't matter
you dunk yourself again and gone even more
don't ever bow
don't ever bow to the spirit of the world or our family
for fear what they will think of us
because I'll tell you something
when your day is up
and all of us will have
I hope we're all caught up in the air and we don't ever
see death but it when our day is up
this immersion is all you have left
your family is not there with you so I wanna tell you
Bobby and I said all that to say this
you and Chris and Kimberly and all those that we've met
have you've immersed yourself
immersed yourself
and and you you don't even know what you do
and I and I even calling up Tony



you don't even see
you don't people don't realize they just
if you go in a high impulse of faith
you will do what God wants to without even thinking
you don't even have to hear from him
but you gotta be this
you can't be this
so we're gonna do a fire line
yeah let me um
just say something too um
so so after she
this morning at breakfast when she upset my world um
we are back to the motel room and hotel room and I said
well this doesn't work anymore
so the only thing I heard was
the Charles Dickens quote
it was the best of times and the worst of times Taylor
two cities Taylor two cities
I said okay
that's my jumping off point so
you know we have been in a season of great adversity
disappointment
the past few years that the church has taken a torpedo
we've been broadsided
and it has been the worst of times
but it also
it's best of times because we are in a time frame
a dispensation of time
that God is stepping out of eternity himself
and he's coming into our dimension
he's saying
I'm gonna fix this thing
I'm gonna restore this thing
I'm gonna bring restitution
I'm gonna judge this thing
we're in that
we're in that Cairos moment
it's the set time
it's the appointed time of God
it's the fullness of time
you can you can feel it
that the prophets are prophesying it
you can just grab it out of the air
he's coming
the the lion is gonna roar out of Zion
and he's gonna go before us



and he's gonna destroy the enemy
so it is the best of times
come on and so I
I share this on a previous broadcast
but I think it's important right now
before we do this
this fire line
and and and Isaiah 54 is my favorite scripture
and it says
sing old Baron
and cry aloud
you that did not bear children
and so God is telling us
in your barrenness
in your situation that looks dire and impossible
and you've lived all these years
and nothing has happened yet
or you haven't seen your miracle
your destiny has not been fulfilled
sing what are you kidding me
cry aloud rejoice
he's telling us
because you're gonna have more children
than that of the married wife
we're in that time frame when like you spoke to them
it looks like you're never gonna get vindicated
you're looking like the crazy one in the family
you've been battling things you never thought
your battle
you know the covid situation and the
and the relational problem because of truth and
and all that stuff
and everybody's had
odds in the church has just been destroyed
but God is saying right now
sing o baron
sing o baron
and so I shared this talking about word
word pictures so um
when my wife was pregnant with our fourth child
you know I was in the room with them
and your husbands will relate to this there's a
there's a point in the time for labor of the woman
that's called transition
see we are spiritually in a time of transition and that
and in transition and pregnancy



and not pregnancy and labor
is that it is the most painful
right ladies
it's the most painful part of the labor process
it's excruciating
and when it gets to those
is it 10 centimeters
yeah and when it gets to that point
it's like your wife is cursing you out every
cursing the book
she's saying
what did you do to me
because it's painful
and we've all been now in the point of transition
we felt the pain of these past few years
we felt it but it's the shortest period
see if the pain is this great
that means the baby's coming come on
yes yes yes
the baby's about to be born
so sing and cry aloud and all
we gotta do is we just gotta like
like the doctor says this may be like not kosher
but I talked about peeing yeah
really you set me up all you gotta do is push
one more push by faith
so when we come up with the fire alarm we call it
we come up with this fire line
you come up believing
I just gotta push and I'm gonna get my miracle my baby
my destiny my restoration
just push in the spirit by faith
how many have to pay for that
yes come on
hey man it's time can I do just one more thing
you could do whatever you want
you looking at me like I run in the show well you too
I ain't no fool
haha
yes you
did okay
so
I got another word this is why I get this reputation
you know what reputation you know
you know the reputation
one more word pitcher we're gonna pray for you



back in the 70s
I happen to be an avid boxing fan
and I and I have to repent because I love
seeing people get knocked out
I don't know what it is
I just when that uppercut and right cry oh my god
I just love when they hit the mat it's sick I know
I love it too and so
so I was a big Muhammad Ali fan
and back in the 70s he fought George Foreman
it was the was it the rumble in the jungle or
and Manila right yeah
the girl right okay
so this was supposed this was the fight of the century
if you were a boxing fan
you this was it you you
this was the
the greatest moment of your life
see these two guys come together and um
I think they had like the highest views
watched of any sporting event at that time and uh
and Ali was the was the underdog
former was the favorite
he was bigger stronger
he was the champ so um
this is where the concept
we heard about the rope a dope thing
remember that
so Ali had this all planned out
he even trained for this rope a dope strategy
before we got in the ring
he would have his his uh uh
thank you sparring partners
beat the crap out of his body
as he was against the ropes
he conditioned for it
so the fight starts
and just like Ali wanted
forming went after him
and Ali would just go against the ropes
and forming would pummel him
pummel him round after round
and I was watching say
fight fight
what are you doing Ali
please fight back



he just sat there and took the punches and but
but formed and realizes that when you
when you're against the ropes and boxing you to
and boxing you take a body punch
the ropes absorb the punch so
what would look like it was a devastating punch
was really not hurting how he at all
what it was doing was tiring
George Foreman out
he was running out of gas
so 8th round comes
and all of a sudden
Ali comes off the ropes
Bam Bam Bam
Foreman's down
and he wins the fight
see we're in the moment now
where Jesus is coming off the ropes
go ahead he's been paying
he's playing a Roper Joe with the devil
and the devil's been given his best shot
he threw everything at us
thought he had it beat
but there comes that point
when Jesus comes off the rope
and knocks out the doubt
that's who we are in time right now
expect at any moment that suddenly anything can change
the 24 hour period about this time tomorrow
it's all gonna change
and we live in that it's it's coming
the baby's coming so
so we just got to push a little bit today so um
give it to Chris
you wanna do you wanna


